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All cars were cleared from the McHie and Chalfant parking lots on April 5 to make room for the rec center.

Students say goodbye to
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- In-Depth, Rages 8 & 9

McHielotwreckedfor rec center
»EUGENE BURNDAM
eburndam@live.olivet.edu

or many months the build
ing of a recreational cen
ter on campus has been an
idea waiting to happen. But now
students and faculty can see con
struction of the multi-million dol
lar state-of-the-art project begin.
Construction will be completed
in approximately 18 months with
an official opening date for the
building set for Dec. 12, 2012,
according to VP for Student De
velopment Woody Webb. A big
celebration has been planned on
midnight of that date to welcome a
new facility that will officially be
named the New Student Life and
Recreation Center.
“The center is a much anticipat
ed addition to Olivet’s campus,*
Webb said.
The site is estimated to measure
165,000 square feet.
“The New Student Life [and
Recréation] Center is nearly three
times the size of the Centennial
Chapel,” Webb explained.
The complex will accommodate
innovative and exciting features
for the general student population,
according to Webb.
The building will be made with
high-tech modem design, in
cluding windows that reduce the
amount of heat coming through
the glass and geothermal energy
to regulate the temperature.
“Behind Wisner Hall, hundreds
of steel rods will be planted sev
eral yards underground, capturing
the earth’s heat and joining with
the building’s water circulation
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- Sports, Rage 14

Cobum to go to Spain
- Sports, Rage 16

to give it heated water,” Webb ex
plained
Other features, include a rock
climbing wall, an eight-lane run
ning track (which will host the
first indoor track and field season
in the winter of 2012 and indoor
track meets on Saturdays), a 10lane competition pool, and a rec
reational pool.
A women’s intercollegiate water
polo team will be added to varsity
sports and instructed by the newly
proposed coach of Olivet’s first
intercollegiate swim team. Co-ed
swimming times are yet to be fi
nalized, Webb said.
The complex will be open
from 6 a.m. to midnight Monday

through Friday. Weekend hours
will be set based on usage.
Webb added that the center
would not be open for general
public use.
The swim coach and the coach’s
general assistant will be the only
new staff members working in the
center according to Webb, but a
number of certified workers will
be on staff to instruct and super
vise students. These workers in
clude one certified lifeguard on
duty, at all times while either pool
is open and a certified student
instructor to assist students who
choose to climb the rock wall. All
of these workers will be under the
supervision of Director of Campus

Recreation and Student Develop
ment Matt Smith.
Webb said the competition pool
will be closed to general students
during water polo and swim team
practices although some o f the
lanes might be left open for non
competitive' swimmers. The lei
sure pool, however, will be open
regularly for students to enjoy.
Webb briefly spoke about the
requirements for students’ attire
whilst using either one of the pools.
“During anytime students wish to
use the pool, women would be re
quired to wear one-piece suits and
men modest shorts,”
• C ontinued on P age 3

The new rec center will be connected to the buildings of McHie and Chalfant. The
center is scheduled to be completed by December 2012.

Tiner Tracks raisss 815,010for Haiti

Glimmer
GlanceiÇ

► ANDREW KRIZ
awkriz@live.olivet.edu

Despite a chilly morning and rainy
conditions, Tiger Tracks was able
to host its third annual track event
on April 9 with a renewed purpose
to raise funds for Haiti MissionsIn-Action teams.
Hosted by Olivet Counsel
ing and Health Services, the 5K
run/3K walk raised ovej $15,000
dollars which will be allocated
towards various upcoming relief
projects.
Over 100 runners, walkers and
volunteers braved the elements in
order to be part of the first ever Ti
ger Tracks fundraiser.
In the past, Tiger Tracks was
usually a small, faculty-only event
for fan, said Mary Schweigert,
campus nurse and organizer of the
event.
“The fact that we raised over
$ 15,000 dollars despite the weath
er is an amazing feat; the people
that showed up today were truly
dedicated to the cause.”
Schweigert added that the event
had a good turnout.
“We gave out 100 of our 110 Tshirts to our preregistered partici
pants, and we had tons of walkons too.”
Huddled together at Ward
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Field’s outer track with light rain
falling, the runners waited for the
starting gun.
The participants were tasked to
run down University Avenue and
return to Ward Field after circling
through S. Grand Drive and E.
Grand Drive, making an extended
loop through the front campus.
The first runner to cross the fin
ish line was Josh Rogowski with
a time of 16 minutes and 31 sec
onds.
Jorge Bonilla, a Student Ser
vices counsel® used Tiger Tracks
to prepare for his upcoming races.
“I love running, this is my start
for the spring and it will help me
get ready for the Chicago Mara
thon.”
Bonilla finished fourth with a
time of 20 minutes and 42 seconds
in his first Tiger Tracks race.
A group of four students ran the
race dressed as characters from
Nintendo’s popular “Mario Bros.”
series.
“Mario” finished first while
“Toad” had a photo finish at the
line against another runner.
ONU-«mascot Toby the Tiger
made an appearance along with
fellow student freshman Scott El
lis who cheered on the runners be
fore the race and offered encour
agement during the final leg.

“Toad” crosses the line with another runner in a photo
finish at the Tiger Tracks race on April 9. He ran with
three other students dressed as characters from the
“Mario Bros.” Nintendo series.
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New class council members elected
Last week, students voted in
class council elections to choose
officers for next year’s senior,
junior and sophomore classes.
The councils put on events
throughout the year to create
community among their peers
and lead their classes in school
wide events like Ollies Follies.
They also make up the ASC
voting counciH along with the
H o executives.
Below are the. names of the
newly elected officers for the
2011 -2012 academic year:

Class of *12 (seniors)
President: Kayia Rolling
Chaplain: Jacob Salem
Representatives:
Jana Pierce
Sarah Sinn
Angela Rivas
Chris Cornish
Steven Krueger

Editorial Staff
Jessica Cohea

Krista Skelton

Brian Kosek

E xecutive E ditor

I n -D epth E ditor

C opy E ditor

Cathy Schutt

Rachel Kearney

Paul Conzen

S ports E ditor

G raphics E ditor

’ N ews E ditor

Meagan Ramsay

Aly Gibson

S tudent L ife E ditor

A rts & P hoto E ditor

. Cole Jensen
B usiness M anager

LETTER SUBMISSION
ABOUT GLÏMMERGLASS
The GlimmerGlass is the officiai news The GlimmerGlass encourages readers
paper of the Associated Students of Ol to respond through letters to the editor.
ivet Nazarene University and a member For publication, letters must be signed i
and sent to GlimmerGlass, Box 6024.
of the Illinois College Press Association.
The opinions expressed in the Glimmer- The editor reserves the right to edit
letters for content, style, and length.
Glass ate those of each writer and ate
not necessarily held by the Associated Publication is not guaranteed. Further
Students Council, faculty, administra- ; inquiries may be addressed by calling
the GlimmerGlass office at campus ex
tion or students of Olivet Nazarene Unitension 5315.
; versity.

Class of ‘13 (juniors)
President: Jameson Forshee
Chaplain: Kyle Boone
Representatives:
Joe Schindel
Jeremy Height
Jose Cruz
Kara Hepler
Matt Van Dyke

Class of ‘14 (sophomores)
President: Brandon Klemm
Chaplain: Josh Parker
Representatives:
Madison Leeseberg
' Anna Greider
Ross Johnson
Alina Ellis
Treavor Dodsworth
Freshman officers will be elect
ed when the new class of students
arrives on campus in the fall.
-C athy Schutt

Karg re-elected
as NSLA co-chair

Clayton resigns
from PLNU

Olivet’s own Student Body Presi Todd Clayton, a senior at Point
dent, Evan Karg, was re-elected as Loma Nazarene University, an
co-chair of the Nazarene Student nounced to the student body that
Leadership Association (NSLA) he is stepping down as their As
at an international conference on sociated Student Body Director
of Spiritual Life.
Saturday, April 9.
Clayton told The Point Week
The co-chair acts as a leader
among leaders, heading up the an ly, PLNU’s student newspaper!
nual Nazarene Student Leadership he resigned because he’s tired,
Conference (NSLC); for the ex not because he was asked to.
ecutive student councils members B l need to attend to my person
from 11 Nazarene colleges and apart from my role [as spiritual
universities in the United States life director® he said.
Clayton expects to be paid
and Canada.
Karg served as co-chair this past in fall for his time on ASB this
year. He was nominated for re- year, according to The Point
election by another student body Weekly. He said he has done all
president and was voted in by the of the work already.
Clayton recently announced
members of NSLA.
He and Olivet’s 10 new execu to the PLNU community that
tives attended NSLC at Ambrose he is gay. He is now working to
University College in Canada establish a gay-straight alliance
at PLNU.
from April 5 to April 10.
- Jessica Cohea
Cathy Schutt

Would you like to be part of the GlimmerGlass staff?
Here's your chance!

Open positions for the 2011 -2012 year include:
Section Editors
Photo Editor
Graphics Editor
Copy Editor
Online Technical Assistant

Staff Writers
Staff Photographers
Cartoonists
Columnists
Ad Sales Manager

Please email Cathy Schutt at cschutt@live.olivet.edu or call 630-667-4471 for more
information. Applications are available in the GlimmerGlass office in the Lower Level
of Ludwig.

SIFE goes to nationals Beyond Olivet
► JESSICA COHEA

National

jcohea@live.olivet.edu

For the ninth year in a row, ONU’s:
Students in Free Enterprise (SIFEJL*
will be heading to . nationals.
Members of the club will be in
Minneapolis, Minn, from May 10
to 12 competing against about 175
other SIFE teams from across the
United States.
This year’s ONU presenters
are juniors Staci Oliver and Jacob
Schmidt, and seniors Paige Wat
son, Ashley Burgoyne and Mitch
Kaufmann.
The winner of the national com
petition will move on to represent
the U.S. in the World Cup, accord
ing to www.sife.org.
SIFE is an intercollegiate
group, second in size only to the
NCAA, according to senior Mike
Tuttle, ONU SIFE President. He
said there are about 400 college ,
campuses in the nation with SIFE
teams and about 1,800 teams in*temationally.
“SIFE is a secret on our campus
that we should be proud of, but no
body knows about,” Tuttle said.
This year, ONU’s team has
between 25 and 30 people. Most
of the group is in the SIFE classy
which meets Friday mornings at
9:30. There are a few, however,
that are not enrolled in the class
but participate anyway.
Throughout the school year,
SIFE members take part in various
projects. This year, some of those
projects thè group put together
were teaching computer skills to
Hispanics as well as to people at
the Jerome Combs Detention Cen
ter, teaching high school students
basic credit skills and teaching
fourth graders about budgeting.
®|We play a game with [the
fourth graders] so thèy know that
the bank is a good thing to bring
your money to,” Tuttle said.
Some SIFE members also trav
eled to Haiti this year with Mis
sions in Action as a follow-up to

Obama proposes plan to
decrease national debt

From left: Jacob Schmidt, Dr. Lynda Allen, Stephanie
Eis, Ashley Burgoyne, Mike Tuttle, Paige Watson, Staci
Oliver, Lauren Blunier and Mitch Kaufmann will head
to Minnesota in May to represent ONU’s SIFE team at
the national competition.
their Haiti Water Project held last
year on campus.
In Haiti, the team tried to es
tablish a relationship with the
Haitian-American Caucus, a
group that works with the many
entrepreneurs that live in Haiti.
Tuttle explained that in doing sq,
the team hopes to teach people in
Haiti different business skills over
video chat next year.
■, “We will hopefully use our busi
ness skills to give them a business
model and do whatever we can
to help them have better lives,”
Tuttle said.
The club has also assisted lo
cal entrepreneur Mandy Benoit.
Benoit makes jewelry, and SIFE
members have helped her grow
her business.
“This year we did an open
house for her. She had over $2,000
in sales - most trf which coming
from Olivet students because we
helped her develop a new product
line that was designed for college
students. We also got her on Etsy
- Amazon for artistic people,”
•Tuttle said.
Helping Benoit and aiding o u tl
reach missions are some of the

main focuses the presenters will;
discuss at nationals this year.
At the competition, SIFE teams
are seated randomly against dif
ferent schools and placed into
one of 20 different leagues. The
speakers from each college or unljj
versity present the projects their
school did throughout the year,
and then a winner is chosen from
each league based on the overall
effectiveness of their projects. The
top 20 schools present again until
a champion is named.
■“We have never made it to that
second round,” Tuttle said. Ol
ivet’s SIFE has only gotten as far
as second runner-up in the first
round at nationals.
Making it to nationals used to
be an accomplishment for ONU’s
SIFE, but the team has since made
it nine years in a row. The organiH
zation’s main goal now is to make
it past the first round.
■ ¡ ‘Getting to nationals is pretty
easy,* Tuttle said. “We know how
to do that. Now we’re just trying
to get to the next step. I wouldn’t
say that we will necessarily win
our division, but it’s possible. I’m
eager to find out what happens.”

Eskew's trial to Over 500 spaces gone to
be held in May make w ay fo r rec center
A former Olivet student
charged with two counts of
disorderly conduct pleaded not guilty to the class four
felony charges, the lowest
felony in the Illinois court
system.
Amanda Eskew, 19, was
represented by- Kankakee
County Assistant Public De
fender Robert Regas at her
April 1 arraignment. Her next
court date is set for May 13. ;
Eskew was arrested on
Nov. 3 for giving a false po
lice report. Chief Judge Kathy
Bradshaw-Elliott - issued an
arrest warrant for Eskew’s
failure to appear in court on
Jan. 31.
However, after hearing'
from prosecutors, Judge El
liott canceled the warrant and
ordered Eskew to court on
Feb. 24. Her arraignment was
reset for April 1 after Judge
Elliott appointed a public de
fender to represent her.
- Meagan Ramsay,
mrainsay 1@live.olivet.edu

parking resources located on the*
south side of University Avenue,”
he said.
For students, the possibility of
The Ward Field parking lot is
being able to go swimming on one such area, as well as the east
campus may be months away, but side of Centennial Chapel; both
construction has already begun in locations will have roughly 220
front of McHie Arena. As a result, parking spaces. The chapel’s west
parking spaces in that area must side will make up the final lo t.
altered.
with 180 parking spaces. Bishop
Director of Public Safety Craig said the inconvenience of parking
Bishop said there are approxi at Ward Field instead of McHie
mately 90 spaces in the Gibsom has been anticipated, and spots at
Ide parking area under construc Ward Field will be provided at no
tion. (The Gibson-Ide parking lpt extra charge.
is. located near the softball field.) :
A proposal has also been made
After the building’s comple to create a new paved parking area
tion, those spaces will be included on the front lawn (south side) of
as a resource for student parking. Grand apartments 413 and 415,
Bishop added that a total of 502 according to Bishop.
parking spaces will also be com . Men’s soccer graduate assis
mitted to the new Recreational tant, Matt Prunckle, used to park
Ceriter in December 2012.
in front of McHie. Prunckle un
Roughly 100 spaces will be lost derstands students’ fdelings on the
once construction is finished, but new parking situation.
Bishop said these losses would be
“I think many [people] thought
made up in other parts of Olivet’s they were going to close it when
campus.
students were let out in May,” he
“The approximate 117 parking said. “It’s a little inconvenient but
spaces reduced due to the Recre will be worth it once the rec center
ation Center are regained in the is finished in 2012.”
• C ontinued fro m
P age 1

the negotiations with Congress
on Friday. The administration
hopes a deal can be made by
June 2011.
Yale student gets caught

On Wednesday, April 13, Presi in machinery and dies
dent Barack Obama proposed a
new budget to offset the nation A student at Yale University
al debt, according to an article was found dead on Wednesday, ;
in The New York Times.
April 13, after her long hair got
The plan includes a combi caught in machinery in a labo
nation of long-term spending ratory shop on campus, accord
cuts, tax increases and changes ing to an article in USA Today.
Michele Dufauit, an as
to social welfare programs.
Obama’s proposal serves as tronomy major from Scituate,
a “balanced alternative” to a Mass., was working on her se
Republican plan that has been nior project when her hair was
in progress for several months, pulled into a metal lathe and
twisted around the machine.
the article said.
Obama said his plan would
The Occupational Health
cut federal budget deficits by a and Safety Administration is
cumulative $4 trillion over 12 now investigating the lab and ;
years. He named Vice Presi- whether or not it complies with
! dent Joseph Biden Jr. to lead .federal safety regulations.

April Fools: 'Gotcha!'
In the last edition of the Glim- • Men and women scheduled to
merGlass, the newspaper staff live together next fall
made up 13 stories and one edi • Energy crisis: Say goodbye to
torial. There was also a contest a.m. coffee
to see who could pick out all of • The Zone: Get in while you still
can
the fake stories.
Three winners scored prizes 9 Editorial: Rec Center
from the staff because they cor • ‘Wolverine’ to be filmed at
rectly identified the fake stories. ONU
Senior John Rachan was the first • Cubs offer advice to ONU
winner. He received a $25 Visa baseball team
Maybe it’s not for Muggles...
gift card. Freshman Ainsley
Stebbins and sOphomore Alisha • Euchre gets competitive _
Evans were the second and third • ‘1,000 points is good enough »
place winners. They each re goodbye ONU’
These 14 articles were com
ceived a gift bag of.candy.
The fabricated stories in the pletely made up by the GlimmerApril 1 edition of the Glimmer- Glass staff. The sources in the
stories were aware before print
Glass were:
• What goes up must come that their names were going to
be used, but they did not say the
down
words or phrases that they were
• Rec center delayed six months
quoted by.
Olivet adds marriage degree
April Fools!
•Enrollment rule may limit num
ber of students
;f Science department starts clon
- Jessica Cohea
ing rats
jcohea@live.olivet.edu

577 William Latham Drive
Bourbonnais, IL 60914
815-929-1866

“M cH ie lo t” on

A uto Service,
Centers

Hours:
M on - Fri:8:00 am - 6:00 pm
Sat: 8:00 am - 4:00 pm

10% Discount
for students and faculty
University ID required
Offering Complete Automotive Repair!
We Fix Cars and Treat You Right!
Computer Diagnostics Engipe.Transmission, General Maintenance ...and much more!

Special Rates on Towing Service
Car Care One, 90 Days Same as Cash
Visit us on the w eb at: w w w .tuffy.com

Alum ni-ow ned and operated!

Students suffer withparkingsituation
► ALY GIBSON
agibson 1 @ live.olivet.edu

I recently read .the story about
homosexual rights on campus,
I feel as though the other side
of the story was vague and
misrepresented. The most irri
tating thing is that the letters to
the editor that explained very
well the perspective many stu
dents on this campus that love
and cherish the lives of every
one regardless of orientation*
sexual or otherwise. These let
ters were placed in the back of
the April Fool’s newspaper, of
which were mixed in many fa
cetious stories. I appreciate the
thought to even include the let
ters and voice of the students
in the paper, but I feel like it
was purposefully slighted.
The original story itself
made me feel wrongly ac
cused. I have never, and would
never purposefully alienate
or abuse someone because
of their sexual orientation. I
also felt like that story was
extremely biased, and die re
porter did not do his or her due
diligence in writing about both
parties equally. In other words,
this full page colored story
seemed like a rash generaliza
tion of the opinion of a few and
should have not been a story
because it was incomplete. It
was merely an opinion of a mi
nority group. Now, the opinion
of the majority at Olivet are
not heard correctly because
they got half of a page, not col
ored, in the back of newspaper
that was meant to be a joke for
April Fool’s day.
Please reconsider the voice
of ail of the student body be
fore printing illegitimate infor
mation in a major story. That
story made no positive differ
ence if that was the intention of
the self-proclaimed ‘abused.’
The only thing that story did
was make me want to resent
all homosexual students I meet
because I feel like I was being
called out on a generalization
of the student body and Olivet
as a whole.
1 am not a very eliquent writ
er, but I do know what solid
journalism looks like, and that
story did not represent it
Thank you for your consid
eration.
- Tim Hall
Student responses were sub
mitted to the GlimmerGlass
by volunteer writers and pre
sented as opinions, which both
were, Your statement that the
GlimmerGlass “purposefully
slighted ”those stories is there
fore incorrect. Carrying these
on the opinion pages stressed
their serious nature. These
pages do not carry color.
The original article, from
the March 18 issue, was an indepth story, covering all sides
o f the issue and was printed
in the appropriate section, the
In-Depth section. That section
always carries color.
The debate is continued in
this issue.
To make light o f this mat
ter would, have been inappro
priate. (A list o f the fun April
Fools stories appears on page
1
r a l Ed.

The new renovation being made
to Olivet Nazarene University’s
campus is either going to excite
or annoy people. The type of re
action you receive solely depends
on whom you talk to. If you are
asking an incoming freshman, the
excitement may just be palpable.
If you are asking me, I am a part
of the latter group.
I am fully supportive of taking
this already beautiful campus and
updating its features. A modern
ized library? Great. A large, beau
tifully designed chapel that can
accommodate the student body
plus the faculty? Also great. Aes
thetic walkways and a new top for
the clock tower? Even better. But
one area that needs some serious
help the parking (or lack thereof).
In just the last week, ONU’s
largest parking lot for students,
and even some faculty and staff,
has been quarantined and tom
up to make way for the new Rec
Center. While I see this new ad
dition aT great for future students,
the already barely-sufficient park
ing situation on campus has wors
ened.
Instead of focusing on building
the parking garage first and tak
ing time tosompletely finish the
new North lot, someone jumped
the gun and decided to build the
Rec Center instead. This forward
movement, while benefitting fu
ture students, seems to be slightly
backwards. It also does not do
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Little orange tickets can be seen all over campus, especially now that the McHie
parking lot is unavailable. Students feel that the closing is an inconvenience.
much for current students.
Women who live in University
Place gained access to the almostfinished lot. Yes, h is parking, but
the pavement is uneven and unfin
ished in some areas, only some of
the parking lines have been paint
ed; and the exit to Stadium Drive
is difficult to discern from the dirt
road that runs adjacent to it. UP
residents have lost the main en
trance out of the complex and areforced to walk anywhere from 10

fol 5 minutes out of the way just to are now being filled to capacity
reach inner, campus, depending on with resident students’ cars that
how fast they walk. Walking never are not as often moved and take
killed anyone, but I’m sure I am up much needed spacing for those
not the only one frustrated with who drive the extra mile, so to
the extra trek just to get dinner or speak.
Ultimately,' I understand that
make it to class on time without
during construction, sacrifices
Heaving 30 minutes beforehand.
Putting aside resident students, . must be made, if only temporar
now commuters and faculty have ily, for the end result. Yet, I think
to accommodate a larger influx of more preparation should have
been given to the parking situation
cars in their typical lots.
Spaces reserved for commuters that now haunts the campus.

Volunteer; don't waste time this summer
»GJ FRYE
mgfrye@live.olivet.edu

The summer is a time to relax
and have fun because we do not
have school; at least that is what
our culture has deemed it to be.
While many people get summer
.jobs as a respectable way to spend
the summer, many treat summer
as a three and a half month cruise.
There is nothing wrong with some
time for solitude, relaxation and
.enjoyment, but spending an entire
summer for yourself is an issue on
the moral and spiritual levels.
Those lazy days during sum
mer vacation are easily wasted
on doing nothing to advance our

character or spread the love of
Jesus. Too often, I have fallen to
the same trap, as I am about to de
scribe. We complain about being
bored and having nothing to do.
But there is so much need in the
world and so much we draw atten
tion away from when we choose
to live in a world of only luxury
and do not challenge ourselves to
see the gritty world in which many
are forced to face.
Those who spend summers go
ing on mission trips as opposed to
nonstop beach trips, who volunteer
their time helping out at a local
soup kitchen or homeless shelter,
who do community service rather
than watch TV shows for hours on

end are the ones who are follow and impacting, but they are also
ing Christ in what He called His not the only things you can do to
disciples to do. We need to learn make a difference. Mission trips
to act upon .self-discipline and into the homes of neighbors in
self-motivation in order to further need can be just as impacting.
There is no excuse to be bored
the good news, in order to be an
outpouring of love and hope into in the summer. Relax and find en
joyment, but do not treat the sum
the people who need a light.
The experience of going to Dis mer as an extended party unless it
ney World is nothing compared to is a party with Jesus. Jesus had a
seeing the Spirit move. Spending divine purpose for every trip He
three weeks in a five-star hotel took, every party He went to and
and spa will not be as refreshing yet He still enjoyed himself.
Do not get me wrong; I am not
as spending three weeks being
cleansed by the blood of Christ condemning anyone for taking a
and sharing your life with strang road trip. But will it not be just as
ers who are in love with the same rewarding if we decide to stop and
mission you are. Mission trips to plant some roses along the way,
other countries are so powerful ■instead of just smelling them^B

Looking for volunteer opportunities this
summer in the Kankakee area?

I

Here are a fe w options.
You can find volunteer
opportunities anywhere in the
world. You ju st have to look.
Get involved.
THE S A L V &
'drO N ARMY

THE AMERICAN RED CROSS

American Red Cross

Center of Hope

Living Alternatives

The Salvation Army

20 Heritage Dr.
Bourbonnais, IL 60914
kankakeeredcross.org
(815) 933-2286

895 S. Washington Ave.
Kankakee IL 60901
centerofhopek3.org
(815) 937-4277

1780 W. Merchant St.
Kankakee, IL 60901
hopeforafuture.com
(815)937-2207 .

148 N. Hrrison Ave.
Kankakee, IL 60901
salvationarmy.org
(815)933-8421

Stu
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WARNING:

DANGERZONE
the data in 1966gHowevef, the ar have enough of a problem texting
ticle «laims a poor economy maf and walking at the same time.”
Although the texting ban has
be the main cause, as fewer people
been in effect for over a year, it
are currently driving.
Although texting while driv does not seem to be enforced.
Interim Bourbonnais police
ing is a hazard on the road, some
young people cannot resist doing Chief Greg Kunce says he is “not
► CATHY SCHUTT
drivers [are] likely to be using cell it.
aware of a single citation” that the
phones.’*
:
department has handed out since
Erin
Blucker,
a
senior
at
Olivet
cschutt@live.olivet.edu
The study concluded that cell-, Nazarene University, admits that the law took effect. However, he
A billboard with the message Rest phone drivers “exhibited greater she is guilty of texting behind the admits violations of this law are
Area = Text Area stands facing impairment” than drunk driv wheel. Although she tried to stop “more common than we are able
Interstate 57. But although the ers. Researchers used a simulator for about a week, Blucker says she to determine at this point.”
Kunce says an officer can pull
words are loud and bold, some to test the effect of using a cell could not break the habit
drivers are too consumed with the phone while driving compared to
“At this pointjg l [text while over a driver with “probable
tiny screens of their phones to no driving under the influence of al-' driving] but 1 try to be extremely .cause,” or reasonable suspicion
that a crime is oc
tice, worried that a quick glance at cohol. The study found that cell aware of my sur
curring. He said
the road may cost them precious phone drivers had slower reaction roundings while
‘M aybe it’s
that if a person is
time that they could be using to times when braking the car, which I text,” she says.
guilty of texting
text their boyfriend, grandma or caused »jnore traffic aocidents “Maybe it's hyp
hypocritical,
while driving, an
than when they were not on their ocritical, maybe
BFF.
maybe ifs
officer could issue
On Jan. 1, 2010, Illinois law phones. The study also found that it’s unsafe, but
a fine of $120.
makers passed a law to prohibit having a conversation on a cell 'T guess most
unsafe, but I
Brian Woodphone distracts the, driver more people who text
texting while driving.
guess people
worth is an assis
Public Act 096-0130 o f the Illi than other distractions in the car, while driving
tant professor in
nois General Assembly states, “A including talking to other passen including myself
who text while
the Department
person may not operate a motor gers. Additionally, iising a hands - think that they
driving of »Social Work
vehicle on a roadway while using free phone instead of a hand-held can manage it.”
Sophomore
and
Criminal
an electronic communication de phone did not improve a driver’s
including myself Justice
at Olivet
Kaitlin Loos con
vice to compose, send or read an ability to focus on the road.
i - think they can
Nazarene Univer-.
More than half of all American fesses that she
electronic m essage^ adding that
sity and a certi
^ ‘Electronic message’ includes, drivers say they feel less safe on texts while driv
manage itM
fied lawyer in the
but is not limited to electronic the roads than they did five years ing, but only on
state of Michigan.
mail, a text message, an instant earlier, according to the 2010 Traf streets that are not
He earned his Juris Doctorate, or
message, or a command or request fic Safety Culture Index Report. highly populated with vehicles.
“Occasionally I’ll text when legal degree, from Thomas M.
Of the study’s 2,000 respondents,
to access an Internet site.”
While 75 percent of American 26 percent cite general cell phone I’m on a back or country road Cooley Law School in 1999 and
spent four years dealing with traf-fl
teenagers ages 12 to 17 own a cell use as a cause of their unease, and [near] my housed* she says.
. Other students do avoid break fic cases before returning to his
phone, 66 percent use their phones 12p percent specifically mention
alma mater, Olivet.
to send dr receive text messages, text messaging. However, 24 perB ing this law.
Woodworth asserts that the cost
Junior Greg Hoekstra says he
according to the study “Teens and cent of those surveyed also admit
Distracted Driving” by the Pew to texting or emailing while driv typically does not text while driv for texting while driving can go
ing, simply because “it’s illegal.” beyond a mere citation.
Internet and American Life Proj ing.
•
“When you have a violation on
Despite the danger that technol However, he does not condemn
ect in 2009. Additionally, 48 per
the road of the vehicle code, that
cent of teens said that they have ogy presents to drivers, the num those who do.
“I think it’s OK for people to gives police automatic probable
been in a car when the driver was ber of fatalities caused by traffic
accidents is actually decreasing, use their phones while driving, be cause. Almost all vehicle codes
texting.
Studies have found that people according to an article posted on cause people are crazy drivers no are written that allow for an offi-T
cer to arrest you for violation^”
who text while driving present MSNBC’s website on June 18, matter what.”
However, he claims that most
Chelsea Winn, who graduated
more of a hazard on the road than 2010.
The federal government an from Olivet in December of 20101 officers would rather is^ue a cita
those who drive under the influ
nounced in March 2010 that the says she doesn’t text and drive be tion than arrest a traffic violator.
ence of alcohol.
“Too much paperwork in
A July 2004 study cites the Na occurrence of highway deaths fell cause she lacks the ability to m ull
volved,” he explains matter-oftional Bghway Traffic Safety Ad nearly 9 percent from 2009. The titask.
ministration, claiming that “any fatality rate was the lowest since
“I'm not coordinated enough,”: factly.
Woodworth believes that cur-1
time during the day, 11 percent of the government began tracking she admits good-naturedly. "I
rent college students text because
they think they are “invincible.”
“Especially since you’ve just
been released from 18 years of
prison with your parents - who’ve
been telling you that you’re doing
things wrong the whole time - you
have a mindset that ‘I can do it,’ ‘I
can do it my way,’ and ‘I can do it
right.'” ^
Woodworth adds that, although
he somewhat agrees with that per- *
spective, “there’s a reason they
make law#,” Enough people have
been injured from texting while
driving that a law was necessary
to keep people safe, he says.
In spite of the risks, teenagers
and college students are still push
ing buttons, worried thatlalencing
their phones during a quick drive
to Wal-Mart will destroy a rela
tionship or make Grandma mad.
And since local police officers are
not issuing citations, they have no
intention of stopping.
So is a billboard with Rest Area
= Text Area really going to make
people put down their phones? A
It is illegal to text and drive in the state of Illinois. That does not stop citizens or Ol
more appropriate message may be
ivet students from committing this crime, however.
Warning: Danger Zone.

Despite the ban of texting and
driving, people still value their
social lives more than their safety

Claborn and Van Dyke at it again
► JESSICA COHEA
jcohea@live.olivet.edu .

If the Capitol Hill Gang (CHG)
debate had any impact on the na
tional argument, ‘marij uana would
be legal nationwide.
CHG held its annual ‘Spring
debate on Tuesday, April 5. Two
teams of five people presented
facts, statistics and anecdotes, to
raise awareness about legalization
of marijuana in the United States.
“It was shocking - beyond
shocking - to see how much sup
port the pro team had,” senior
Brett Carmouche, CHG President,
said.
Carmouche was also surprised
when biblical literature professor
Howard Van Dyke stepped into
Wisner Auditorium wearing a tiedyed T-shirt and a Rastafarian hat
with dreadlocks pulled back in a
ponytail.
: -“When he walked in, I cracked
up,” Carmouche said. “I thought it
was the most hilarious thing that
has ever been done at a debate.’| | |
It may have been out of the or
dinary, but Van Dyke always has a
purpose for his wild behaviors.
“He actually had a really good
purpose for it - demonstrating
the stereotype of the person who
smokes marijuana,” junior Ryan
Dykhouse, CHG Chief of Staff,
said.
Dykhouse and Van Dyke were
both panelists this semester. Van

Dyke was accompanied by sopho
more Annie Atwater, senior Brock
Johnson, sophomore Matt Logan
and freshman Eddie Saliba on die
pro team. Dykhouse debated for
the con side with political science
professor Dr. David Claborn and
sophomores Matt Van Dyke, Zach
Bishop and Jessica DiSilvestro.
No winner was officially chosen
after the debate ended. Carmou
che said choosing a winning side
is not important to these debates
because CHG only wants to edu
cate the students of Olivet. CHG
does not submit results to anyone
or any organization to add to the
national debate, so a winner is ir
relevant.
“It was obvious who the audi-$
ence supported,” Dykhouse said.
“If you went to the debate, you
know who w o n .|||
Dykhouse said the pro team
won because they had “better lines
of debate.”
“The pro side definitely had a
lot of information on enforcement
and how much it costsJ|he said.
“Annie Atwater had a lot of good
points on the racism inherent in
the enforcement'of marijuana and
how the African American com
munity especially is discriminated
against ... Brock Johnson made
some good, more philosophical
arguments about how prohibition
can lead to misuse and abuse of
marijuana.”
With such a heated topic, the
audience was getting fired up. It

Capitol Hill Gang held its annual spring debate on Tuesday, April 5. Two teams of
five presented their case for or against the legalization of marijuana. Professors Dr.
David Claborn (left) and Howard Van Dyke (right) each argued a side.
may have been a little too much,
however.
“At times I thought it was a bit
rudB because [the audience] was
so loud and there was a lot of com
mentary that wasn’t necessary,i
Carmouche saidffl'But you know
what, that’s what it’s all about.
People don’t come to Capitol
Hill Gang debates for the formal
debate society rules and timing,
they come for the excitement, for
the feisty argumentation between

someone like Howie Van Dyke
and Dr. David Claborn.”
The topics for both the fall and
spring debates were chosen at the
beginning of the fal l semester. The
fall debate covered the issue of re
ligious freedom and was chosen
because of the issues surrounding
the Westboro Baptist Church dur
ing that time. Westboro was in the
news at the end of 2010 because
of their extreme anti-homosexual
protests.

The spring debates do not usu
ally focus on such an important
and newsworthy topic. This debate
was “loosely based” on Proposi
tion 19, the initiative in California
for the legalization of marijuana in
that state, according to Dykhouse.
The debate continues on this
issue all over the United States.
CHG held this debate to inform
ONU students so that they may be
a more knowledgable body in the
debate for or against legalization.

Spreadingthewordofijustice 24-Hour prayer
for Lent season
► LUVERTA REAMES

lreames@live.olivet.edu

Human sex trafficking is a form of
slavery that exists in all comers of
the world.
Juniors Michelle Booker and
Kate McGill wanted to start a cam
paign that would bring awareness
to sex trafficking. Booker went to
Jennifer McClellan, Missiori-InActions coordinator, to begin the
campaign but was told
it needed to be through
an organization already
established on cam
pus. Booker then went
to sophomore Taylor
Polatas, co-leader of
Heart 4 Missions, with
her idea.
Booker, McGill and
Polatas started the cam
paign by organizing
a Facebook event for
March 24-25 to notify
the student body. They
setup a table in Ludwig
where studedents could
take a picture with a
sign that said “Slavery
Still Exists.”
The pictures could
then be posted as pro
file pictures on March
27 to raise awareness
about human sex traf
ficking through the Po
laris Project.
The Polaris Project,
which is named after the
North Star that guided
slaves toward freedom
along the Underground
Railroad, is a lead
ing organization in the

United States working to combat!
human trafficking. It serves both
U.S. citizens and foreign victims,;
according to polarisproject.org.
Polatas said they took over 250
pictures with some having multi
ple people in them. The basic idea
waS to flood Facebook for a day to
raise awareness of the issue.
“After we took all the photos
and tagged people, we suggested
that they add a caption with a fact
or statistics or link to a website

like lovel46.org or notforsalecampaign.org,” Polatas said.
Polatas found two cool things
about this event.
“First, some people didn’t even
know what human trafficking was
so it raised awareness. Second, I
came into contact with so many
people who have a heart for hu
man trafficking and whose majors
fit into going into organizations
like love!46 to help end human
trafficking,” Polatas said.
Sophomore Rebecca
Rodeheaver was one of
the many that partici
pated.
| | | ‘I want to help in
crease awareness about
the injustice that still
exists worldwide. The
worst of it is that they
do not even have.. a
voice with which to cry
for help. So I want to be
a voice for their cause,”
Rodeheaver said, “It’s
so much more than
holding a sign and hav
ing that picture on Fa-j*
cebook.”
In addition to Heart
4 Missions, Olivet’s
chapter of Interna
tional Justice Mission,
a human rights agency
that secures justice for
victims of .slavery and
other oppressions, is
hosting . “Change for
Chains” April 16 at
8:30 p.m. in the Warm
ing House. Students are
encouraged to bring
loose change that will
be used to rescue vic
tims of slavery.

Week long Resurrection
reflection in Prayer Room
► LUVERTA REAMES

will have a different focus.
Station 1: The Lord’s Sup
lreames@live.olivet.edu
per. Take communion and re-'
Lent is a season where the Ol fleet on Jesus’ sacrifice on the
ivet community is encouraged Cross. Station 2: The Garden of
to reflect on the days of Christ Gethsemane. Pray for the over
leading up to the Resurrection. whelmed that God would give !
In church services, pastors go them strength. Station 3: Jesus i
through the Gospel readings of before the Sanhedrin: prayer
Matthew, Mark and Luke to gain for the leaders of this world and
an understanding of the sacrifice those who are persecuted for
their faith. Station 4: Jesus is
of Jesus.
Rose Prayer Room in Col denied by Peter. Write your sins
lege Church is undergoing a new on a piece of paper, give them to
transition: Preparing for'a week- God, then rip up the paper and
long 24 hour prayer event. Senior throw it away. Station 5: Jesus’
Cara Sunberg has spoken with Death; Reflect on its imagery as
Pastor Kendall Franklin, senior if you are there. Station 6: Jesus’
pastor of College Church, about burial; finally, ponder on the sac
creating a weeklong 24-hour rifice of Christ.
prayer event before Easter. Sun
Sunberg also meets with other
berg has created a sign-up sheet student leaders monthly that
online that will be posted to the are involved in the Rose Prayer
college church website at: http:// room to discuss new ideas.
| signupgenius.com/go/24houri 1. i
Sunberg and Jordan Bergren,
Sunberg thought it would Vice President of Spiritual Life,
be fun to have places around hopes the Prayer Room will con
the prayer room to help people tinue to go strong even after they
walk through the lent season. have graduated. Bergren doesn’t
She found a website that had a want the baton to be dropped;
good idea to help people focus in he hopes that someone will con
prayer in the room. There will be tinue contending for a prayer
six stations in the room and each movement on Olivet’s campus.
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Building positive influences
► MEAGAN RAMSAY

at the. actual building site down
town.
mramsayl@ live.olivet.edu
Habit for Humanity builds
homes for families in need but
A home is the greatest gift a fam who are able to support them
ily could ever receive. A group of selves. “They’re for families who
Olivet students spends their Sat are somewhat financially stable,
urdays in the community to make but not enough to buy on their
that gift possible.
own,” said Olivet Habitat for Hu
Habitat for Humanity, a new manity co-leader Mark Lynn. “We
ministry at Olivet, is currently want people to be able to succeed
building its second house with the in the house after we’re gone.’H
Kankakee Habitat for Humanity
Students and other community
in downtown Kankakee.
members do the structural w orkj
Students met in the Centennial while professional volunteers take
Chapel parking lot ApriL2 to build care of mechanical things sucli as
the house’s framework. The day ¡plumbing and electricity.
was called an “on-campus build”
Even students who have no
so students could more easily get experience using tools or doing
involved by not having to leave manual labor can pitch in.
campus. Then everyone .joined
“We think everyone has a use.
again April 9 to put the walls up Even if they don’t know how to

use a hammer, we help teach them.
There is always some job that any
one can do,” Lynn said.
The construction normally
takes at least eight months to com
plete, with work halting for winter
weather or the students’ summer
vacation, according to Lynn’s co
leader Keri Cannon. This summer
the mechanical work will be com
pleted, and students will return in
the fall to begin work on the inside
of house.
This is the fourth house that
Habitat for Humanity of Kanka
kee has built. Cannon said that the
contractors make improvements to
the plan of every new home with
the experience they gain from
each construction.
“They have all the work experi
ence and they volunteer their time

to help,” she said.
A fundraiser for Habitat was
recently held with proceeds go
ing toward the kitchen cabinets. It
also spread the word about Habi
tat’s mission.

“We improve the neighborhood.
All the houses are rundown and
some have boarded windows,’]
Cannon said,!-l‘We give a facelift
to one home, and it’s a positive in
fluence [in the neighborhood]

*

Habitat for Humanity, a new ministry at Olivet, is
building its second house with the Kankakee Habitat.
for Humanity in downtown Kankakee. Co-leader Keri
Cannon (second from left) helps put up a wall.

Embracing student diversity
Multi-Ethnic Relations and MuKappa dedicate a week to culture
► LUVERTA REAMES

versity Expressions event in ComB
mon Grounds at 9 p.m. There
lreames@live.olivet.edu
was a live coffee shop event that
was organized by the members of
Diversity means something differ! MERC.
“It was meant to be a very casual
ent to each person. To the mem
bers of MuKappa and MERC, it is atmosphere. A live coffee shop,”
celebrating, embracing, and bring said senior Jacquelyn Owens.
ing awareness to the uniqueness of There was poetry, duets and many
songs throughout the evening. The
different cultures.
MERC (Multi-Ethnic Relations event ended with a group song led
Club) and MuKappa, Olivet’s In by members from Proclamation
ternational Student Association, Gospel Choir.
Thursday, April 14, MuKappa
have joined together this Bear to
host a week dedicated to celebrat organized a. diversity fair in Luding . this uniqueness. Diversity ■ wig. Each member of MuKappa
Week began on Sunday, April 10J received the chance to display
picked back up Wednesday April their country using flags, poster
13 and will end April 16. Each dayl boards, or any specific item that
represented their country.
had its own theme.
Rebecca Schnurr, MuKappa
Sunday, April BO, there was a
dinner in the Warming House for sponsor, helped make each event
the MuKappa and MERC mem a success.
“I just do whatever needs to be
bers. There were two special Af
rican dance presentations, poems done. (Isabella) Bella, president
recited and a glimpse of what of MuKappa did all the work,”
members thought diversity meant Schnurr said.
On Saturday, April 16 MERC
to them. The dinner was a celebra
¿will host ONU’s Got Talent, in
tion with food and fellowship.
MERC President GregoryElj- Kresge at 7 p.m. TMs will be their
jah Bennett described diversity as third annual talent event.
Although this was the first di
another tool to bring us closer to
versity week, Bennett wants to try
God.
Diversity on campus was celebrated through music and dance during April to to 13.
Wed. April 13, there was a Di-§ to do this annually.
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► AUTUMN KEISS
ankeiss@live.olivet.edu

Adjunct professor Howard Van Dyke raises attendance of Capital Hill Gang debates by
being on the panel. He has inspired students to audit a general education course, just so
they can listen to him speak.
Both the students and faculty o f Olivet will miss him when he leaves at the end of the
semester.
.
Some of their lives have been changed by Van Dyke. Sophomore Ashely Desrochers
met Van Dyke at her childhood camp in Vermont.
SfiHowie has had a positive influence on me " she said. “He is often a comic relief and a
comforter in times when I have shared worries or burdens.
“He is a big brother figure to me and a lovely friend.” .
Van Dyke helped freshman Aimee Fish feel more comfortable at Olivet.
“I’ve known Howie since I was eleven and he worked at my church,” Fish said. “He
definitely made the transition to Olivet a lot easier.
“Having someone I am comfortable around made college a lot less stressful. Plus
Howie has just been so helpful and willing to help me if I ever need anything. He even
gave me my first tour ofOlivet.” :
Other students have begun viewing Christianity differently after taking Van Dyke’s
Christian Scriptures I class.
“Howie has utterly and completely convinced me that God is screaming at us to do no
more and no less than love,” freshman Hannah Miller said.
“Since he first put me in his class, I have never once left it without being challenged
to rearrange my priorities and make time to be there to help people who need it, simply
because I am called to and can.’H
Van Dyke has also changed the views of freshman Logan Long.
“Howie taught me that I really don’t know anything when it comes to the scriptures,”
Long said. “Because of what he taught me I’m eventually going to continue my studies on
a masters level, studying the Old Testament specifically” '
Students and colleagues describe Van Dyke as passionate, crazy, energetic, odd and ‘
loving. Both groups will miss Van Dyke, but are excited to see what God has planned for
his life.
“I have mixed feelings about his departure,”1said Mark Frisius, assistant professor of
theology. “I am sad to lose a colleague and friend. However, I am also happy for this new
stage in his life, and wish him God’s deepest blessings.”
Van Dyke has been accepted to. Brandeis, a prestigious Jewish research institution,
where he plans to do postgraduate work. His acceptance has impressed some colleagues
and they believe receiving his doctorate will help make Van Dyke a better teacher.
*HTm thrilled that he has been accepted at Brandeis. This is a strong program and it will
prepare him - and position him - for a successful future,” said Carl Leth, dean of the
school of theology and Christian ministry. “He will be a great teacher and scholar - and
make contributions in both roles wherever he goes.”
Like his colleagues, students will miss Van Dyke, but believe his change of venue is for
the best.
“I think it stinks that Howie is leaving Olivet, but I feel like he was always meant to be
in Boston,” Fish said. “He has done a lot of great things here at Olivet and touched a lot
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“Aside from teaching me things
I never knew about the Old Testa
ment (and actually making a dif
ference in my faith) he has become
a great friend and someone I know1
that I can trust and turn to when I
need advice, when I need to laugh,
when I need to vent, and when I
need to question everything that’s
going on around me.”

“Helped open my mind to
non-literal ways of inteipreting the Old Testament.”

f /e M V

“I am sad for the students who
have not and will not ever have the
chance to meet him, hear his tes
timony, and be challenged by his
faith.”
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► AUTUMN KEISS

“Howie has utterly and cometely convinced me that God
screaming at us to do no more
id no less than...love. Since he
st put me in his class, I have
ver once left it without being
allenged to rearrange my priores and make time to be there to
lp people who need it, simply
cause I am called to and can.”

Hi think it wilt be sad to not
we him around. I enjoy seeig him in Ludwig and in Burke,
till, I think it will be good for
im to be back in New England
udying and such, and I know
i’ll love being around his farm
y again.”

get into and highly selective,” he said.
Van Dyke is excited to leave the Midwest, an area he
ankeiss@live.olivet.edu
complains about to his students.
“I’ll miss the Midwest, but I feel like I’m in exile here.
There are no mountains, no beaches, no driving two hours
and being in the woods of Maine. There is nothing here. It’s
He paces up and down his classroom, arms waving
like a big cardboard box.”
frantically. Sometimes he sits on his desk, sometimes he
Van Dyke said he will miss his students and friends but
squats on it, and sometimes he stands on top of it.
little else.
He jumps, he pleads, het gets right in students faces and
“The one thing I’ll miss about the Midwest is Burrito
makes them forget there is a clock, forget about being late for Loco. It’s the best Mexican food I’ve ever had,” he said.
their next class.
He will also miss Olivet.
When Howie is teaching it is impossible to focus on
“I’ll miss Olivet but nothing in particular. I mean, what am
anything else other than the fact that the dynamic professor
I going to mis»? The clock tower?”
will leave Olivet after this semester.
There is one thing about Olivet Van Dyke will not miss:
Adjunct professor Howard Van Dyke, affectionately
the shrubbery.
known as Howie to his students, is finishing his last year at
“No particular reason why I won’t miss it,” he said. “I just
Olivet, where he teaches Christian Scriptures I and Hebrew
won’t.”
,
classes.
During his time here, Van Dyke believes he has made an
“I’m going back home to Massachusetts,” Van Dyke said.
impact on student’s lives.
“I can’t wait. I’m going to lie on the beach all summer and
. “I feel like I’ve made a difference. I don’t know what,
get a tan.”{
though it seems positive.
Van Dyke, who graduated from Olivet before becoming a
i-I ’ve built relationships with students other professors
professor, always knew he would leave the school behind.
can’t. My situation is unique because I went to school here. I
“I knew I would go at some point,” he said. “As an adjunct went to school with my students’ older brother and had their
I’m hired per class. Olivet could hire me full time since
middle sister in class so I’m able to get inside their lives.
I have my master’s degree, but that wouldn’t be a smart
“On a normal Tuesday or Thursday when I don’t have
decision. Universities need PhDs.” '
classes I’ll have five or more students stop by with issues
Van Dyke is leaving this semester, because his wife is
who need advice. In that area I’ve made quite a difference.?’
finishing her master’s degree at Olivet.
Despite his long history at Olivet, Van Dyke does not
“I am now free to go do postgraduate work. I didn’t get my believe he will return to die school.
PhD because my wife wanted to get her master’s.
“I probably won’t come back,” he said. “I’ll teach. I feel
“After she didn’t complain about all I put her through
called to teach, but I don’t know. I may end up writing
when I was working around the clock on my degree th e r e \
articles or doing archeology. I’ll do whatever God leads me
was no way I was going to keep her from doing that.” ••
^to do.
Van Dyke will do his postgraduate work at Brandeis
“My time here has been a ministry and my season here is
University, a prestigious Jewish research institution.
over. Maybe I’ll join the Peace Corps and pull babies out o f
“It has the top scholars in my field, and it^wicked hard to
the gutter. That would be just like me.”

Theyearbook:
Where it starts,
where it ends.
t the end of this month, almost every student will be able to receive their copy of the
yearbook. Students everywhere will be flipping through pages, looking for the clubs
they were in or staring at that cute student’s picture. Many will secretly (or maybe not so
secretly) go to the index at the back of the book and find every page that they are on.
Most will not give a second thought, however, to the hours spént by a group of twenty
students who worked to put the book they hold in their hands together.
The lengthy process of creating ONU’s yearbook begins even before the school year
starts. First, the executive editor of the Aurora » appointed during the spring semester.
Junior Sarah Zelhart ran the show this year. She will return to the position as executive
editor next year as well.
Zelhart has been working on yearbooks for six years now. She started out as a staff mem
ber during her sophomore year of high school. Then, she became the editor at Momence
High School her junior and senior year and continued that tradition here at Olivet.
After the executive editor is chosen during the spring semester, brainstorming begins.
Zelhart says that she had the idea for this year’s book when she got the position in the
spring of 2010. She did not set it in stone however, until after she had selected the other ed
itors on her staff and pitched the idea to them as well. She says the book is not hers alone,
so she did not want to choose the theme without consulting the rest of her staff first.
The editor positions on the Aurora staff include the head designer, the head writer and
the head photographer. Students interested in those positions or any other staff positions
applied shortly after Zelhart was appointed. She then made her selections and hired the
staff.
“I look for people with yearbook experience as well as creativity and the ability to work
with people,” Zelhart says.
The staff includes the design team that works on the page layout, the writing team and
the photography team. Once the whole staff is hired, the executive team, the three “heads”
of each team and Zelhart, continues to come up with ideas. The editors even get together
over the summer to attend a yearbook conference with publishers.
, v -: ■_
Last summer’s conference was in Kansas City, Mo. The editors attend workshops to
discuss ideas with people from publishing companies.
By the time they come back to Olivet in the fall, the Aurora staff already has the year
book planned out. They move in two days before the freshmen to- attend a staff retreat .
where they discuss their staff manual and have questions answered.
There is little time for the staff to get situated with the new school year. The photogra
phers and writers begin taking pictures and writing stories on all the back-to-school events.
The executive designer finishes making the templates for the pages by September.
Aurora’s publisher, Walsworth Publishing Co. out of Marceline, Mo., gives four dead
lines throughout the year at which time the staff has to send in a designated amount of
pages. The executive editor decides ahead o f time what pages should be done for each
deadline.
Zelhart required the staff to finish a set number of pages each week before the publish
er’s deadline so that she could proofread the pages for any overlooked mistakes. She then
uploads the pages on Walsworth’s website and receives proofs back two weeks later. She
takes another two weeks to make extra edits and then sends in the final version.
The final deadline this year was before spring break on Feb. 22.
“Anything that happens after [spring break] just doesn’t go in,” Zelhart says.
The final event the staff prepares for is the distribution party.
“Last year was thè first time we had oneflzelhart says. “It really helped distribution,
and it’s just a time for students to kick back and relax as they look at the yearbook.”
This year’s party is in Common Grounds. Sodexo will supply cookies and the Aurora
staff will give out candy. There will be live music as well. Last year, University President
Dr. John Bowling attended and even signed yearbooks. Zelhart said Bowling will make an
appearance again this year as well. The party will be April 27 from 4 to 10 p.m.
Zelhart says that she and the staff spend countless hours working on the yearbook, but
their hard work is worth it in the end.
, “I just like making something that people are going to keep for years and be able to look
back on,” she says.

A

Want vnurs?
DISTRIBUTION KICK-OFF ON WEDNESDAY,
APRIL 27 AT 4 :00. IT GOES UNTIL 10:00 PM
IN COMMON GROUNDS
STUDENT ID IS REQUIRED FOR ALL STU
DENTS, NO EXCEPTIONS!
YEARBOOKS WILL ALSO BE AVAILABLE ON
APRIL 28 AND 29 DURING LUNCH AND DIN
NER HOURS IN LUDWIG
QUESTIONS? CONTACT SARAH ZELHART AT
SZELHART@LIVE.OLIVET.EDU OR EXT. 5337

there for an hour
or so to sign yearbooks!

Aurora Executives
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The executive team of the Aurora staff includes (from left)
adviser Amber Olney, senior Alyssa Cramer, junior Brent
Brooks, junior Sarah Zelhart, senior DanekTorrey and
senior Kayla Koury.

especially in the dampened econ
omy. Woodruff decided to offer
BRIAN KOSEK
25 more scholarships on top of
ttaylor4@live.olivet.edu & .
the ones already instated to help
bkosek@liveiolivet.edu
future students attend Olivet, as
well as give better encouragement
With much in store for the musical to stay in the program.
talents of the incoming freshman
Plans are also being made for
this next fall, the professors in the additional measures for the onehes-'
Larsen Fine Arts music department tra program, including a second
refined the current orchestras with orchestra group potentially begin
new incentives and new ideas for ning next fall. The new orchestra
would ultimately hold auditions
future prospective students. .
Over the years, the music de for incoming freshmen and train
partment has not had much suc them to improve over the course
cess in keeping string players to of their years at ONU within their
stay in the department, losing areas of interest.
many underclassmen.
The current orchestra will con
“This became a problem as it tinue to be the main ensemble,
decreased our number of talented although it will likely be renamed
students for our orchestra,” -:said the “Symphonic Group» This
Dr. Neil Woodruff, professor of group will be comprised of the
music and director of the orches more skilled players and work on
tra.
more advanced pieces of music,
But the department has taken while the new string ensemble will
greater steps in bringing forth focus on getting students prepared
more Students while keeping cur for the Symphonic Group.
rent ones in the program, allowing
Most importantly, the amount
them to succeed musically.
in scholarships received will be
One great incentive is Olivet’s based off of skil^f and attendance
scholarship offer for new students within the two ensembles.
who join the orchestra and stay
For prospective, musically
in the music program. Due to Ol gifted students, the new plans to
ivet's tuition and fees increases, produce larger and more adept or
finding additional funds to cover chestras will prove to have much ONU’s orchestra will be welcoming new players by the fall, as well as offering them
new scholarships as incentive to stay in the program for all four years. The depart
the costs is difficult to come by, in store next year.
ment also plans to add a new string ensemble due to an influx of students.
► TYE TAYLOR &

Nursing student
takes on music
> LUVERTA REAMES
freames@live.oltvet.eclu

B l a c k b i r d s i n f i l t r a t e : As the grass

begins to turn green and flowers begin
to bud, various stencils of a black, spraypainted bird in flight have also popped
up across Olivet's campus. Dr. Bill
Greiner, director of the art department
says, “[The bird paintings] are not
affiliated with the art department. We're
in the black as well, no pun intended.”
The bird roosts around campus
include the brick columns outside Kelly
Prayer Chapel, the floor of the gazebo
and a bench located outside Burke.

The few. The proud. The organ
students.
Kate Hausken, junior nursing
major and music minor, is cur
rently the only Olivet student
taking organ lessons on campus.
Hausken, who began as a piano
minor, finished her requirements
and decided to take organ les
sons for credit expanding her
abilities and gaining more musi
cal knowledge o f a an instrument
similar to the piano.
/ Hausken started taking organ
lessons because the opportunity
arose and she thought she would
try it out.
“Originally, 1 didn’t have an
appreciation for organ before
starting,” she explained. “The
church I grew up in didn’t really
include organ in the services. But
now that I’ve started, I just think
it’s an amazing instrument.”
Being able to play a specific
piece makes Hausken able to re
late more to her composer.
? “You’re, never bored playing
the organ. It’s two hands, two
feet, always going,” she said.
Hausken’s mother enrolled her
and her sister in piano lessons
when they were young, which
led to the fascination with the
ivory keys.
: “In third grade, I wanted to quit
piano, but then you hear the cool,
harder pieces that people play
and think it’s cool,” she said.
I Hausken noted it has been a

struggle in college for her to have;
two strong passions, in both mu= sic and nursing, yet the tuning
: has been.just right to give her the]
chance to fulfill both loves.
“I tried to stay away from mu
sic my first semester -and focus
on nursing, but I started to get
depressed because I didn’t have
that emotional outlet,” she said.
Although, Hausken only gets,
on average, four to five hours of
sleep, she has found a way to bal
ance all of her responsibilities.
“1 set up my own homework
station in die room. When I need
a break from nursing, I practice.
When I’m bored with practice, I
do my nursing homework, and
when I need to be social, I go
grab a drink of water,” she ex
plained.
Playing an instrument is a good
emotional outlet for Hausken. ;
She enjoys that she can play
when she feels happy or sad.
Hausken also plays the piano
at Immaculate Conception, a
Catholic church in Moms, 111.
She has played every Sunday
since August of 2009. She plays
during two masses each morn
ing.
“It’s really humbling to play
every Sunday for a group. It’s
not that I sing. I play the intro
and bring the congregation into
worship,” she said.
Hausken, while focusing on
school now, would love to be
able to lead a congregation from
the organ in a church someday,;
[ putting her talents to use for God
in both the medical and musical

Penningtonexhibitsworks
fromsenior art collection
> TYE TAYLOR

ttaylor4@live.olivet.edu

Current Olivetian member, sophomore Wes Taylor,
sang during the Diversity Expressions concert in
Common Grounds on Apr. 13 at 9 p.m.

Olivetians induct
freshmen singers
►CJ FRYE

mgfrye@live.olivet.edu

The Olivetians is one of the most
well known musical groups on
and off the campus of Olivet. Re
cently the group has undergone a
big change; there are seven new
members.
The new group is likely to be
a little different and not only be
cause less than half of the mem
bers are returning from last year.
Five freshmen are included in
the new lineup: Amber Leffel,
Christine Caven, Ben Geeding,
David Rice, and Seth Lowery.
This means they are likely to be
the consistent group for their next
three years at Olivet.
Lowery is more than excited to
gjoin the group as one of the five
freshmen this coming summer and
for future years.
“I am really excited to work
with such a talented group and to
use my talents for the Lord,” Low
ery explained. “It will be great to
have so many people from my
class.”
Another freshman addition,
Leffel, has “grown up hearing
[The Olivetians] for years.” She
feels privileged to travel: and sing
for the Lord and already feels Him
drawing her and closer to Him.

“I am eager to see how He will
continue to shape this group in His
love,” she said.
She considers herself very
blessed to be able to take this new
journey and is “looking forward to
all the ways He will reveal him
self.”
. Though the majority of new
members are freshmen, the group
will also be inviting sophomore
vocal talents into the group: Ash
ley Raffauf and Kyle Hance. They
will also welcome a new sound
technician for the group: Ben
Chemey, also a sophomore.
Sophmore Allison Wiseman,
one of the returning members
along with fellow sophomore Wes
Taylor and junior Laura Fleschner.
is optimistic about the incoming
members.
“I’m so excited for the fresh
perspective and the new friend
ships that are going to develop,”
Wiseman said. “Not only is there a
lot of talent coming into the group
but there is a spirit of servanthood
and a willingness to use their gifts
to glorify God.”
God works miracles through
willing servants and the Olive
tians will be no exception. There’s
no telling what He will do through
a ministry group with such talent
that reaches so many.

Olivet’s very own senior Zacari
Pennington, also known as just
Zac, is a passionate art designer
and is very skilled with creating
Web pages and logos for organiza
tions.
With his talents steadily pro
gressing since he was a child, the
ONU student has big plans after
graduating with his art degree.
Pennington hails from Morenci,
Mich., and has always had a pas
sion for the more artistic things in
life. When he first came to Olivet,
he did not want to pursue that ca
reer though.
I When I first came as a fresh
man, I majored in political sci
ence,” Pennington said. “How
ever, after a year, I realized that I
didn’t like it too much; it wasn’t
my desire.”
Pennington made the change to
art after that year and began creat
ing art designs to sell. He worked
with many organizations as a free
lance artist, making money for
school. Eventually he took part
in starting the web organization,
Awoken Designs, that helps oth
ers make web pages and logos for
their companies. '
Pennington takes great pride in
the work he does. He mentioned
that the work they produce is clear,
human-friendly and on-brand
marketing material that strives for
pixel perfection, as well as seam
less usability and web standards in
each project.
Pennington also finds inspira
tion from other web design artists

who have published their work.
Today’s online artists such as
Cameron Moll, Matthew Smith
and Elliott Jay Stocks inspired
him to put his artwork online to
S iew and help companies as well.
During his time at Olivet, Pen
nington gained much experience
with online design and art. He has
previously done work with places

luch as The Gideon’sHitemational, Mahalo.com, and Prophetik. Pennington, who graduates in
May, hopes to form a partnership
with UD+M Branding and Mar
keting Studio as well as become
a founder in combining Awoken
Designs with ÜD+M. It would
appear the start to his future is al
ready well underway.

Senior Zac Pennington will graduate on May 7 with a
degree in art.

Artist's Corner: Pirate and ninja
the final installment of the artist’s comer, cartoonist and staff writer GJ Frye chronicles the end of his
original cartoon about Philosopirate and Phenomeninja, two very common characters who struggle to
make sense of their uncanny friendship.
In the final strip, both ninja and pirate say farewell to one another; realizing thM Mdtile their time
was unconventional, an odd friendship formed. But o f course, there are still differences and ninja is not
completely sad to be leaving his friend.
ILLUSTRATED BY GJ FRYE

You know, I still haven’t given
you a handshake, we started
out on the wrong... hook.

Automa,,
Locally Owned

YouVe hand is

“The Do It Better Shop”

COMPLETE AUTO * TRUCK* RV RE PA

ALL MAKES AND MODELS
560 S. W ashington Ave., K ankakee
COMPLETE COMPUTER SERVICE
Tune Ups * Air Conditioning* Brakes *
No Starts * Service engine soon lights*
Computer Diagnostics * Oil Changes*
Alternators & Starters * Overheating*
Alignments * Tires & Tire Repair *
Fluid leaks

10% Parts
Discount
w/ONULD.
8159 3 7 -9 2 8 1
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Young actress, Saoirse Ronan, plays a fierce, born-to-kill girl who is out to assassinate a ruthless CIA operative who is out to get her and her
ex-CIA agent father, played by Eric Bana. “Hanna” opened in theaters Friday, Apr. 8.

‘Hanna’ packs quite the punch
Craft isn’t all that makes this
‘Blanchett) tracks them down. That
time has now cqme; and Hanna different than a Bourne install
dsehinde@Uve.olivet.edu
embarks on a journey across Eu ment, though. “Hanna” has a good
Sometimes all it takes to enliven rope, dodging government agents deal on its mind. Ronan is great
tired conventions is a fresh per and contract killers to assassinate as always; here she channels her
spective. Joe Wright, director 5f~ ’Wiegler and ''rendezvous with palej'slightly'impish Took' inti) a
. character that is essentially a fe
such artsy, thoughtful films as the Dad.
The marketing for this movie ral child that can think. Hanna has
?004 version of “Pride and Preju
dice” and. “Atonement,” has used makes it out to be a Bourne flick been raised away from the modem
his sophisticated sensibilities to starring Hit-Girl, but that’s far world, being told by her father of
make his own stamp on the action from the case with this excit things like electric appliances and
genre with “Hanna.” There are ing thriller. Wright eschews the television but never having expe
not too many radical or new ideas shaky-cam technique, instead ap rienced them herself until now.
in the film, but Wright’s assured plying his eye for steady, beauti She’s lived in Plato’s cave while
direction and some great perfor ful cinematography; the same fac being told what goes on outside
mances elevate it to something tor that made his previous works but is still unprepared for what
Such a treat to watch. But he’s also she sees after getting out. The sto
special.
Saoirse Ronan plays the title learned how to infuse his shots ry is really a coming-of-age tale,
character; a sixteen-year-old girl with energy and keep the blood filtered through fairy tale imagery
raised her whole life in the wilds pumping during fight and chase that Bs occasionally heavy-handed
of Finland by her exrsecret agent scenes, aided by a terrific score but overall very effective.
“Hanna” will not quite blow the
father Erik, played by Eric Bana. from The Chemical Brothers. The
From infancy, Hanna has been music is a booming industrial- viewers’ minds, but it is a terrifi
trained to be an efficient, remorse electrónica mix that, along with an cally made piece that is exciting,
less killer, all in preparation for aggressive sound mix, adds harsh humorous and tragic at all the right
the day that Erik’s corrupt former aural punctuation to the actions turns. It is one of the first quality
films of the year.
colleague Marissa Wiegler (Cate onscreen.
► DANIEL SCHINDEL -

Cate Blanchett, who plays the sinister Marissa Wiegler,
is Hanna’s nemesis throughout the film.

Diversity week to end with ONU's Got Talent
_► EUGENE BURNDAM
eburndam@live.olivet.edu

A show with a variety of acts,
lightning effects and live judges
to comment will bring about the
penultimate end to the Multi Eth
nic Relation Club’s (MERC) diversity week.
Different events have enabled
students to celebrate their indi
viduality and cultural uniqueness
in the week leading up to this fi
nal show.
On April 16 in Kresge Hall,
MERC will host Olivet’s first
staged talent show called ONU’s
Got Talent. According to senior
Jacquelyn Owens, the event had
a different name to give it a con
temporary twist
; “It was previously called ‘Star

Search,’ but it was decided a more ber’s to execute.
“I have groups selling tickets,
modem named was needed for
students to be attracted by the a group advertising and another
group finding talent and holding
event,” Owens said.
Owens stated that ONU.’s Got auditions, making sure things are
Talent will be presented in a simi done in a timely fashion,” Bennett
said
lar way to American Idol.
MERC’s work to deliver a fun
“We will have ten competing
acts each perform and four live event for students coincides with
judges to critique them,” Owens Bennett’s enthusiasm to make it
said. “Last year the show had enjoyable.
“This is our baby, and I am pas
dancing, rapping and singing and
live judges which made it interac sionate about ifs success. I want to
give students a night to really en
tive and a lot of fun.”
The show’s format will be a per joy themselves before they leave
formance followed by the judge’s for break,” Bennett explained. “I
always look forward to hosting
critiques.
With planning for the show events - ; i feel that it is another
underway, president of MERC, way to spread God’s word and
junior GregoryElijah Bennett has ; also let people know what MERC
the job of delegating and issuing ; is about,” he added.
Bennett also said it was impor
criteria for fellow MERC mem

tant to keep campus events fresh | events like this one ¡lit.will defi
for students, a point Owens also nitely be entertaining. It is just so
amazing to see how much talent
touched on.
“ONU’s Got Talent will be we have at Olivet,” she added.
Undergraduates Katrina Ken
something different... something
out of the ordinary. Students get ny and Hanna Funston will also
to watch their friends perform and be performing that night. Mis
sion and Student Ministries’
enjoy the show,” she explained.
Senior Mayra Trejo is one of the Jennifer McClellan, General
contestants and looks forward to Assistant to the Music Depart
ment Jasper Taylor, Admissions
the show’s opening.
: “I feel very, yery excited be Counselor LaMorris Crawford
cause I have never [competed in a and Administrative Assistant
talent show] before,” she explains. for Student Development Nancy
“I have to say, though, the major Bretzlaff will be ONU’s Got Talreason I’m performing is to have ent’s'judges giving l i p critiques
of students who perform.
fun, but it wouldn’t hurt to win.”
Trejo also explained that the ' Tickets go on sale at Ludwig
event is worth seeing because Dining Hall and the C-Store
its so unlike other concerts and from Apr. 13 to the 15. Tickets ;
are $5, or $2.50 with a Student
events on campus. “We do not have very many Discount Card.
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Two more football
coaches join staff
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► DAVID PARKER
' dparker@live.olivet.edu

Head football coach Brian Fish
hired two more coaches to join his
staff next season. Steve Wilt will
work as the special teams coor
dinator and Andy Ankeny will be
the defensive coordinator.
Wilt has a total of 21 years of
coaching experience from Handley High School in 'Winchester,
Va., Wingate University in North
Carolina and Taylor University
in Indiana. He also served as art
assistant at various institutions,
including a'two-year run at ONU
from 2007 to 2009.
He seems to be pleased with Ol
ivet so far.
“I have been impressed with the
quality of people who work here
throughout all facets of the univer
sity,” the rtew coach said. “I sense
that people genuinely care about
each other and strive to excel in
their work. It has been satisfying
to work in the environment that

exists here.”
However, Wilt knows that there
is still plenty of work to be done
on the football field.
' “We must continue to grow in
team unity and team chemistry.
By the time we kickoff for our first
game in the fall, I want to see our
guys playing instinctive football,
competing hard each play and re
ally enjoying everything that is
about being a ‘team.’”
Ankeny knows tire team needs
improvement as well. He comes
into ONU with 13 years of coach®
mg experience. He previously
worked as an assistant coach at
Taylor University and East Texas
Baptist University and was the
head coach of the University of
La Verne in California from 2007
to 2010.
“I’m not concerned with the
past,” he said. “I’m focused on
right now and what we need to do
to be the best we can be. Our goal
is to compete against our best self
in all we do: athletically, academi
cally, socially, and spiritually.”
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Junior Jordan Reynolds slids into second base during the a double-header against
St. Francis on April 5 at Olivet. The Tigers won both games, 8-1 and 7-2.

Awinafter atoughbattle
► EUGENE BURNDAM

struck the ball that allowed John- ■ terday to fall to 36-10 and 8-4 in
son to run in and make Olivet conference play.
eburndam@live.olivet.edu
In the NAIA poll that came out
come away from the game victo
on April 12, the team jumped three
A single in the bottom of the sev rious.
“The game went really well, spots to 13 following their win
enth from Bethany Holaway gave
ONU a dramatic win against Trinl| although hitting could have been against Trinity Christian. It is the
better - we played well at the right highest ranking for the team this
ity Christian College on April 9.
“Winning those kind of close times to get die win,” Holaway season. The Lady Tigers are also
currently second in the CCAC,
games feels good” Holaway said, said.
The Lady Tigers split a double right behind St. Xavier.
“It was an exciting game - both
This weekend they will travel to
header with Calumet College of
teams were fighting hard.”
Lauren Johnson got a single to St. Joseph (Ind.) on Tuesday but Mishawaka, Indiana to play in the
tie the game at 3-:3 then Holaway then lost to rival St. Xavier yes Bethel College Tournament.

Hair to dye for
©

► RACHEL KEARNEY s
rkeamey@live.olivet.edu
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JOHN FIGHTMASTER

Brandon Streets first grew his
beard out wife his roommate and
fellow teammate, former Olivet
basketball player and alumni
Josh Bronke, last year for a
couple months during the 20092010 season. When he tore his
meniscus during preseason last
September, he began to grow his
beard out again at the prompting
of his teammates. He continued
to grow it out when he returned

""13

to fee court and even when he
joined his baseball teammates in
late March.
Now fee redshirt junior forward
and pitcher is taking his beard to a
whole new level.

./’.“I grew my beard out. Then,
naturally the next thing to do was
braid it,” Streets said. ,“It seemed
logical to me.”
Streets allowed senior women’s
basketball player Simone Cobum
have the honor of weaving five
tiny braids amid fee coarse, black
hair on his chin last Friday.
“Before I braided it, I kept

Freshman John Fightmaster pitches during the basehall team’s spring break trip to Arizona.

Tigers split double header
► EUGENE BURNDAM
eburndam@live.olivet.edu

The Tigers found it tough going
into a double header against Illi
nois Institute of Technology end
ed with Olivet winning the first
game and surrendering victory in
the second on April 9.
There were a couple of plush
hits notably in the 3rd and 4th in
nings that were enough for Olivet
(15-3 in conference) to win 4-2.
But according to sophomore
Matt Davenport it was off day
at the plate for the Tigers. Kevin
Lasowski, undergraduate, said the
team’s hitting improved once their
line-up had been restarted.
They said defense did a sterling
job keeping Illinois sluggers at bay
to secure another worthy win with
pitcher Casey Mast (7-0) showing
good form at the mount.
Inconsistent hitting and missed
opportunities from Tigers batters
meant they surrendered their win

i

Ills
in game two of fee double header
sp g
against Illinois.
“In fee second game we
couldn’t string hits together and
we couldn’t move them around”
lif iiiS S
Lasowski said.
Undergraduate Tyler Shore had
MKlpfB
a notable game as pitcher, but it
wasn’t enough to stop Olivet con
lig i
m
ceding defeat by the narrowest of
margins.
“We’ve been playing pretty
well in recent game - this was just
èSBìÉÌ
a bump in the road,” Davenport
said.
The loss did turn out to be a
bump in the road for fee Tigers,
who currently lead fee CCAC
North Division. They turned
around to defeat Trinity Interna
tional University in two games on
Wednesday, April 13. They b e a t1
Holy Cross yesterday, 12-2, and
Redshirt junior Brandon Streets began growing his
now stand at 23-14. Their next
beard last fall during his preseason for basketball.
game is tomorrow when they take
This spring he is getting creative with it for baseball.
on Holy Cross again in a double
double here beginning at 12:30.

B

thinking,‘I can’t believe I’m go
ing to braid Streets’ beard,” Co
bum said. “He’s the first beard
I’ve ever braided.. . I wasn’t sure
how I was going to do i t * ^
Nevertheless, ten painful min
utes (according to Streets) after
Cobum started, Streets’ fecial
hair was braided.
During the following Satur
day and Sunday, Streets had a
baseball game, visited friends,
and went home.
“I got a lot of looks of curi
osity [from opposing baseball
players],” he said. “After fee
game, my dad came up to talk to
me. I was waiting for.him to say
something about it but he didn’t.
But my mom was legitimately
upset.”
Senior Tara Schmidt was not a
fan of the braids either,
“I think I’m gonna throw up,”
she said upon seeing a picture of
his braided beard.
While Streets said he loved
the braids, by Sunday his hair
was feeling unclean and get
ting frizzy and itchy. So Streets
took fee braids out but said he
would have it braided and tie it
off a few more times, and feat he
would bleach then dye fee tips
red at some point as well.
When asked why he wanted
to dye fee tips red, Streets said,
“No reason. I just thought it’d
look cool.”
Streets and other beard-admir
ers think it looks cool, but he said
head baseball coach Todd Reid
does not completely agree, say
ing that he would have to shave
his beard off if the team made it
to a national tournament.
“He doesn’t want us looking
like hoodlums when we travel
and represent the university,”
Streets said.
m
Si

Putting the ‘fight’ in Fightmaster
► RACHEL KEARNEY

him to try to get better at.
p |I l try to play as much as I can,
especially in the summer,” Fight
master said. “I’m not very good
thoughg a l

rkearney@live.olivet.edu

Jonathan Fightmaster. You may
think his last name is a joke. What
kind of name is Fightmaster? It
teimds like it could possibly be
the stage name of a WWE wres
tler.
But it is not a joke or the name
of a wrestler.
“People comment on it all the
time, especially when I- first meet
them,Fightmaster said. 1?My
favorite from girls is, ‘John, I’m
going to marry you for your last
nam e^^^^^^p
While they may initially just
want to marry him for his name,
girls might have more reasons p
marry him after getting to know
him. Fightmaster, a freshman out
of Bourbonnais-Bradley Com
munity High School (or “BB” as
Fightmaster calls it), is a pitcher
for Olivet’s baseball team. Not
only that, but that actuarial sci
ence major had a 4.26 GPA in
high school and had a 3.8 in his
first semester at Olivet, making
the Dean’s List.
Baseball has almost always
been a part of Fightmaster’s life.
He began playing when he was
fouryears old.
While he played soccer, football

Fightmaster enjoys playing golf
but also enjoys watching it, even
more than other sports.

“[Baseball] is boring to watch,”?
he said. “Golf is a lot more inter
esting to m e jH
One thing Fightmaster has al
ways found interesting was com i
ing to Olivet.' His father, Tony
Fightmaster, is the director of
church relations at Olivet. Almost
his whole family came to Olivet,
including his two older brothers,
both of whom played football
here.
Bg|jt was just embedded in me that
I was coming here,” Fightmaster
said. “My parents always wanted
us to come at least one year.” >
Even though he may not have
had much of a choice, Fightmaster
Freshman pitcher John Fightmaster (right) sits with fellow freshman teammate Jeff said that he likes being at Olivet
and does not plan on leaving. 1
Victor at a Chicago Cubs spring training game over spring break. The baseball team
“I love my teammates and thy
travelled to Arizona to play ten games.
friends,” he said. “I like living f>n
“I like to learn,|yhe said.' “It’s campus and just being able to go
and basketball, baseball was the of pitching. “It makes me think
always good to learn something down the hall to hang out, ramer
only sport he stuck with all four more M S
than having to call friends up ahd
Fightmaster said that he enjoys new.’®
years in high school. He played
One thing Fightmaster is learn drive somewhere.”
every position but eventually set applying his mind, whether it is
Maybe he will be able to flip a
through the mental aspect of base ing is goH Because it is an indi
tled on pitching.
vidual sport, he said it is easier for Mrs. Fightmaster at Olivet, too.';
“I like the pressure,” he said ball or learning in the classroom.

Golf ready to tee
off with the CCAC
Men’s team will head to
conference next weekend
► DAVID PARKER
dparker2@live.olivet.edu

While they may not be the most
well known sport on campus, the
ONU men’s golf team is ready to
represent the school in the con
ference tournament next week
end. This spring is the second
season for the team this academ
ic year, the first of which lasted
from September 1 to October 2
of 2010.
“We have had an up and down
season so far this year,%said
head coach Bryan Hyma.
The team’s best finish during
its fall season was at the Univer
sity of St. Francis (111.) Fall Clas
sic, where they placed seventh
out of 23 schools. So far this
spring the team has only played
in two meets. They placed eighth
out of ten teams March 28 and
29 at the Trevecca Nazarene
University Invitational in Ten
nessee and took sixth out of 11
teams at the Augustana College
Invitational last, weekend.
Though -they may not have
had an outstanding fall season,
Hyma is focused on working to
have a more successful future.
“We have some great po
tential with our guys, and I am

hoping that they can play up to
that potential,” Hyma said. “Our
goals have always been to win
our conference tournament and
move on to the NAIA National
Tournament. We also want to
finish the season stronger than
we started.”
Hyma took the head coaching
position in 2008. He joined the
Olivet staff as a full-time faculty
member 2001, working in the
Exercise and Sport Science de
partment serving as the director
of the Athletic Training Educa
tion Program.
Two key golfers for the Ti
gers have been sophomore An
drew Woodhull and senior Matt
Compton. Both finished in the
top ten at last year’s first ever
CCAC men’s golf tournament, I
and they have continued to lead
the team throughout tournaments
in the fall and spring seasons this
year.
The Tigers’ next tournament is
the Bethel College Invitational
in South Bend, Ind., beginning
today and running through to
morrow. Next weekend they will
head to the CCAC Tournament
at Balmoral Woods Golf Club
in Crete, 111. to play for a chance
to qualify for the NAIA national
tournament at the end of May.

The Ozone program’s purpose was to improve attendance at home games. The
program did just that by creating a social event for the students and community
through sports. Ozone fans pictured above cheer on the volleyball team.

Ozonescores successful year
The benefits “O-zone” gave
this year to each buyer included
akriz@live.olivet.edu
coupons, gift card drawings, give
aways, and eligibility for skill
While the ozone layer is gradu contests at games to name a few.
Jensen made the program so that
ally being depleted on Earth, the
“O-zone” layer at Olivet has never students and community members
could rally around ONU athletics
been stronger.
Women’s Sports Information and the Tigers.
“I wanted to create this for
Director and assistant softball
coach Amanda Jensen designed students, the staff, and the com
the “O-zone” program to curb the munity members so they can be
low attendance at home games a part of the University and have
and draw pride to Olivet through a deeper connection with Olivet,’ll
she said.
sports.
During the men’s and women’s
Jensen made a decision to start
her program with no funding from basketball season, McHie Arena
Olivet. Throughout the entire pro was consistently packed with
gram this year she has operated cheering fans and community
members, many of whom were
from her own budget.
sporting “O-zone” shirts.
Taking that chance worked.
“O-zone” members also added
In the past, Olivet sports drew
small crowds at home games, even fan buses during the volleyball and
soccer seasons to follow the teams
when the teams performed well.
All of that changed after “O- at away games, Jensen said.
Even University President Dr.
zone” was released, and fan atj|
tendance has never been higher, John Bowling made a few ap
pearances during the basketball
according to Jensen.
► ANDREW KRIZ

season, coming to McHie with in
“O-zone” T-shirt over his suit,
Jensen said support has been
tremendous for her program.
“I have had coaches and players
from every sport share their ap
preciation for O-zone,” she said.
“They say the fans really affect
the momentum of the, game HK
Jensen said she has received
many e-mails from players as well
who have thanked her for helping
draw in a crowd.
The energy for “O-zone” is ap
parent and Jensen said she plans
to bring the program back next
semester with an even broader
purpose.
Jensen is currently working on
spreading “O-zone” to other ONU
events next semester, such as con
certs, art shows and others.
. “The ties O-zone has started are
great to see and we can expand off
of it. It has created a social event
for our students and it has brought
the community to Olivet through
our sports M S

Coburn to continue
her dream in Spain
► LUVERTA REAMES
lreames@ live.olivetedu

Senior Erica Engelbrecht competes on spring break. -

Tennis: b e tte r then e ve r
> RACHEL KEARNEY

rkeamey@live.olivet.edu

The tennis teams are exceeding
the high expectations they set for
themselves at the beginning of the
spring season.
Both the men’s and women’s
teams were ranked in the latest
NAIA polls that came out on April
5. The men were voted to the 17
spot while the women were ranked
14, the highest they have ever
been in school history, according
to senior Erica Engelbrecht. In
the current NCCAA rankings, the
men are first while the women are
second.
The women, who now stand
at 15-1, had previously not even
been receiving votes in the poll,
but made their huge jump after de-'
feating rival Indiana Wesleyan on
March 31. Indiana Wesleyan was
ranked 14 at the time and the Lady
Tigers had never beaten them be
fore.
“It was exciting,BEngelbrecht
said.
While the men have not faced
as quality of competition as the

women, they did face a challenge
in their last two matches against
NCAA Division 1 University of
Chicago as well as 14-ranked
Aquinas College. Though they
dropped both matches to fall to
11-2, they were still grateful for
-the experience.
* “When you face good competi
tion you get better,” said freshman
Landon Williams.
Members of both teams said that
they are doing better this season
than past years, saying that there
was a “new energy.” |
“We are stronger than ever be
fore,” said senior Hugo Moriya.
Sophomore Chelsea Hays
agreed.
“When we compete, we rep
resent our school and play with
pride,” she said.
As the teams look to the end of
the season, they said they are ex
pecting to represent Olivet well at
both the NAIA and NCCAA na
tional tournaments. But no matter
how they do, they know that that
have already had successful sea
sons.
“We are the champions, my
friend,” Moriya said.

When the women’s basketball
team lost in the second round of
the NAIA National Tournament
to defending champion Union
University, senior Simone Co
bum had played her last colle
giate game.
“I knew deep down I didn’t
want it to be over,” Coburn said.
While her collegiate career
was over, her basketball career
was not.
In February, Ron Hicks, head
coach and owner of the Ameri-..
can Basketball Association’s
Chicago Steam, approached
Cobum to go on a trip to Spain
with the Chicago Lady Steam,
a semi-professional team made
up of other recent college gradu
ates hoping to play overseas. The
team will play five games in Bar
celona and Madrid to showcase
their talent in front of European
professional coaches in hopes of
getting a contract to play.
The trip was originally sched
uled for April for one week but
was postponed until June to aljg
low some of the women to fin
ish up classes. In the meantime,
the team practices together on
weekends in South Holland and
Chicago, 111.
Cobum transferred to Olivet
her junior year after leading
her junior college, Rock Valley
Community College in Rock
ford, 111., to a conference title
and a trip to the National Junior
College Athletic Association
National Tournament in the two
years she played there. She was
Rock Valley’s first ever women’s
basketball All-American. At Ol
ivet, Cobum led the team both
years in scoring, twice earning
the CCAC All-Conference honors.This past season, she helped
guide the Lady Tigers to a regular
season conference title and a trip
to the second round of the NAIA
National Tournament where they
lost to the defending champions
Union University.
Cobum began playing basket
ball when she was eight years
old. She started learning from
her older brother and elementary
school gym teacher.
“With only one sister and three
brothers, it was easier to follow

Senior Simone Cobum drives around a Southern
Polytechnic State University (Ga.) on March 16 at the
national tournament. The Tigers won, 87-79.
that God is directing her.
after my brothers,” Cobum said.
But following her brothers did , “I know that I was supposed
not mean that Cobum was always to be at my junior college, Ol
encouraged in her choice to play ivet and next, overseas,” Cobum
said. “Everything in my life has
basketball.
“Growing up 1 didn’t have been spiritually based: educa
much support, but I knew it was tion with a Christian purpose
something I just loved to do,” Co and playing basketball with a
bum said. “I [continue not to] fo Christian purpose.”
Cobum is determined to con
cus on those who don’t encourage
or support me. I just play because tinue to do both. After she grad
my biggest support comes from uates in August, Cobum will be
the first in her family to have at
God.”
With or without support, Co tended and graduated from col
bum began to dream big. In high lege. If her plan to play for the
school, Cobum knew she wanted Lady Steam also comes to frui
to play in college. Her success in tion, she will be the first to have
junior college fueled her passion, the opportunity to play athletics
creating her desire to play over professionally.
seas after obtaining a degree.
“My main thing is to continue
While Cobum may not have ex to follow my dream and not let
pected to have the opportunity to anything hold me back from
play abroad right away, she knows succeeding,” Cobum said.
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